
Bluetooth indicator:
  --Catch the signal - Flash
  --Connected - Light on
  --Disconnected - Light off

31000-33000

Where to get the app:
Please search "scent marketing" in Google play or App store and you will find it.
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3、When the machine is first used or hasn't been used for more than 7 days, the 
controlling board is out of power. Please insert the batteries/plug in and wait for 1-2 
minutes, the machine will be back on automaticlly.

-Check whether the mode you choose is correct or not.

-Check if the machine is during "Non-Working period"

-Air pump may be damaged, change a new one.

-Check whether the tube is loose or not

-The atomizing core is blocked, clean by alcohol or change a 

new component.

-Check whether the gasket is damange/loose or not.

-Check whether the tube is loose or not

-Check whether the bottle is loose or not

-The gasket in the atomized head is damaged or loose.

-The atomized head is damaged, change a new one

-The machine is tilled or lie down, keep the machine vertical.Oil sprinkle

-The air pump is loose, retighten the pump

-The air pump is damaged, change a new one.

Does not diffuse

Low diffuse

Oil spill

Abnormal noise

Breakdown Solution
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AE106-APP

Choose "Power mode" or "Battery mode", plug in or insert the battery.(Please wait about 
12 minutes to let machine charged on the rst time connect with power.)

159.5*77.5*239mm

813g

OPEN

CLOSE

480ml

150m3

USB cable 
(purchase on selection)

3M tape

1.Fix the 3 screws to the wall                                    2.Hang the machine on the xing screw

Warning: If you use 3M instead of screw to the wall, please press 3M on the wall 1 minute 

and then hang machine on.

Rell industrial alcohol into bottle about 15%, make it diffuse 5-10 times.
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